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C.(-h~t 1) 

The Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line is in the Great Falls 
Hydroelectric Facilities Historic District near the City of Great Falls, Montana. 
It originates at the powerhouse at the Ryan Hydroelectric Facility and from 
there extends upstream (southwest) along the west (north) side of the Missouri 
River for about 4Yi miles to a 100,000 kV switchyard at the Rainbow 
Hydroelectric Facility. The Ryan-to-Rainbow Transmission Line consists of 
two parallel lines, Line 1 and Line 2. Line 1 is the northernmost ( or 
westernmost) line and the farther of the two from the river. 

Northeast Great Falls, Mont. 

Zone 12: 
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Pennsylvania Power and Light-Montana (PPL-Montana) 

Transmission of high voltage AC current electricity 

The Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line is an early and well 
preserved example of an important innovation in electric power transmission 
line technology, the H-frame support structure. Comprised of two-wood poles 
connected by a cross-arm(s), the H-frame offered a viable and comparatively 
economical means for the construction of transmission lines of over 66,000 
volts. It became the standard for high voltage line construction followings its 
introduction in the mid-1910s, and remained so for decades. 
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This report documents the double-circuit (Lines 1 and 2) Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV 
Transmission Line only. The two lines of the circuit both date to Ryan Hydroelectric Facility's 
original construction phase in the mid-1910s. Neither line has been extensively modified since then. 

B. Electric Power Transmission Line Technology and Construction, Early 1880s to mid-1930s 

The evolution of transmission line technology occurred in response to and as the result of 
improvements in the design of generators and transformers. The nation's first hydroelectric plants of 
the early 1880s almost exclusive consisted of equipment with small generators or "dynamos" that 
produced direct current (DC) electricity in ranges of between 200 and 1200 volts. Because low 
voltage DC current suffered considerable losses when transmitted over long distance, electrical 
engineers began to experiment with alternating current (AC). By the late 1880s, the Westinghouse 
Electric Company had clearly demonstrated that long-distance transmission could be achieved using 
AC generators and transformers to step current up to high voltages for transmission and back down to 
low voltages safe for consumption. 1 

Generation and transmission of alternating, three-phase current became the standard for the 
nation's hydroelectric industry by the mid-1890s. Subsequent improvements concentrated on 
increasing the voltage of transmitted power.2 The maximum voltage of alternating current lines rose 
sharply from the first transmission of only 4000 volts in 1889, to 45,000 volts by 1900, 110,000 volts 
by 1910, and 220,000 volts by 1922. The next significant leap in maximum transmission voltage (to 
287,000 volts) was not made until 1936.3 

Transmission lines are composed of three basic parts: the conductors or wires along which 
current flows; insulators which prevented the electricity from going to ground; and support structures 
( either poles or steel towers) that carry the conductors and insulators. Between about 1890 and 1910, 
there was considerable variability in the design and materials of transmission line support structures, 
insulators and conductors, with the types selected for construction often based on convenience or 
untested theories. Yet even when voluntary design and material standards were developed, 

1 R.E. Argersinger, "Electric Transmission of Power," General Electric Review 18 (June 1915): 454; W. J. 
Foster, "Early Days in Alternator Design," General Electric Review 23 (February 1920): 80-82; David B. Rushmore 
and Eric A. Lof, Hydro-Electric Power Stations, 2d ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1923): 12; Duncan 
Hay, Hydroelectric Development in the United States, 1980-1940, vol. I (Washington, DC: Edison Electric Institute, 
1991) 16-17. 

2 Argersinger, "Electric Transmission of Power," 455, 457. 
3 Hay, Hydroelectric Development in the United States, 17; Edwin B. Kurtz, The Lineman's Handbook 

(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1942): 174. 
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differences in local conditions, the voltage and distance transmitted, and other factors continued to 
account for a fair amount of variability from transmission line to another. 

Conductors 

Conductors for long-distance transmission between the 1890s and 1930 were mostly bare, 
hard-drawn copper wire or cable. While aluminum wire was recognized as a good conductor, it saw 
rare use. Some technical reports of the era alternatively considered aluminum as a conductor "of the 
future." Copper offered the advantages of greater conductivity and consequently less line loss 
(voltage lost in transmission), less elasticity, and better joints with the almost universal copper 
electrical fittings; while aluminum, because of its lighter weight, allowed for longer spans, and, in 
tum, fewer support structures and insulators. 4 

For each three-phase circuit carried on a transmission line, there were three conductors or 
wires. The size of the conductor depended "on line voltage, amount of power transmitted, and 
mechanical strength."5 Higher voltage required smaller conductor, while certain mechanical loads 
such as wind and ice required larger conductor. 

Poles and Towers 

Support structures for conductors during the historic period were of two basic types: poles 
and towers. Single wood poles were almost exclusively used in the early years of power transmission 
when line voltages were still comparative low. Their inability to provide for sufficient clearance 
between the conductors to prevent arching on lines of more than about 66,000 volts spurred the 
development of the tower design. First available in 1903, most towers were made of structural steel, 
according to either a rigid (3 or 4 legs) or flexible design (2 legs). The four-leg rigid designs seem to 
have been preferred, having a spread at the base of 1/4-1/5 of the tower height. One 1913 source 
stated that rigid tower lines were composed mostly oflight-weight structures with a few heavy ones at 
angle points in the line and otherwise at about 1 mile intervals.6 The comparatively high construction 
costs for steel towers limit their use to higher voltage lines and areas where continuity of service was 
essential. 7 

4 Lamar Lyndon, Hydro-Electric Power, Volume II: Electrical Equipment and Transmission (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1916): 158-63; Kurtz, Lineman's Handbook, 106-10. 

5 Kurtz, Lineman's Handbook, 186. 
6 Lyndon, Hydro-Electric Power, 186, 212-13; Frank Koester," A General Review ofHydroelectric

Engineering Practice: V. High-Tension Transmission," Engineering Magazine 39 (April 1910): 662; T.A. 
Worcester, "Some Mechanical Characteristics of the Modem Transmission Line," General Electric Review 16 (June 
1913): 420 

7 Koester, "Review of Hydroelectric-Engineering Practice," 659-62; Argersinger, "Electric Transmission of 
Power," 457; Lyndon, Hydro-Electric Power, 186-213; Kurtz, Lineman's Handbook, 76-82. 
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Around the mid-1910s, a pole design known as the "H-frame" was introduced and quickly 
gained favor for transmission lines of 100,000 volts and higher. Consisting of two wood poles 
attached near the top by a single cross arm, H-frames permitted longer spans than lines of single poles 
could and were less expensive to construct than steel tower systems. Another two-pole configuration, 
the "A-frame," also began to see use for high voltage line construction project but with far less 
frequency. 8 

In the early years of power transmission, wood poles were obtained locally, often from the 
line right-of-way. Pole length generally varied between 40 and 60 feet. By 1916, "general" 
specifications for three classes of wood poles (heavy transmission, light transmission/ordinary 
distribution, and very light distribution) had been established, which identified the minimum 
circumference for poles of certain lengths according to tree species. Other specifications concerning 
permissible defects for all species of poles were apparently in common use. Later, the American 
Standards Association's voluntary standards identified 10 classes of wood poles and more stringent 
pole material requirements, including those for manufacturing techniques and pole butt treatment. 
Western red cedar poles were commonly used in the northwestern part of the United States because of 
the species abundance in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.9 

Each circuit often had a ground wire which protected the line (particularly the insulators) from 
an abrupt rise in voltage. Such rises might be either atmospheric, such as lightning, or mechanical, 
such as the opening or closing of switches on the generating site or substations. While the ground 
wire was reportedly recognized as an important component on transmission lines by 1892, as with 
many aspects of power transmission, engineers of the time did not fully understand the reasons that it 
was necessary. Some early lines did not carry a ground wire, but most built after that did. 10 

Technical reports prepared shortly after the tum of the century stated that a back-up for each 
transmission line was a must to keep service interruptions to a minimum. Power companies either 
placed two circuits on one pole or tower or carried each of the two circuits on separate structures. As 
power line hardware, such as lightening arrestors, and arching rings improved and companies began 

8 Alfred Still, Electric Power Transmission (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1927): 142-
43; Cecil Kirk, "History of Montana Power," ca. 1969, volume 2: chapter 2: page 1, typed manuscript on file, 
Montana State Historical Society Library and Archives, Helena. Because this multi-volume history, divided into 14 
chapters, has inconsistent pagination, citations will refer to volume: chapter: and page(s). A 1954 text on electric 
transmission discussed single pole, H-frames and tower structures only, suggesting that use of A-frames had all but 
been abandoned for new line construction see: Bernhardt G.A. Skrotzki, ed., Electric Transmission and Distribution 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1954): 131-43. 

9 Worcester, "The Modern Transmission Line," 420; Kurtz, Lineman's Handbook, 76, 80; Lyndon, Hydro
Electric Power, 192-98; General Electric Supply Corporation, Pole and Power Line Equipment [catalog], 1938, p. 
156. 

1° Kurtz, Lineman's Handbook, 145-47; Argersinger, "Electric Transmission of Power," 456; David B. 
Rushmore, "A Review of Recent Progress in the Engineering of Hydroelectric Power Plants and Transmission 
Systems," General Electric Review 16 (June 1913): 348-53. 
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building networks which could supply power to a distribution line from several sources, the practice 
of double circuits waned, although was not completely abandoned. 11 

Insulators 

Most insulators of the historic period were of two types: pin or suspension. The former were 
used exclusively until 1906-07 when suspension insulators were introduced. Pin insulators continued 
see service on lines with voltages up to about 66,000. The design, however, was not suitable for 
higher voltage lines. 12 

A pin insulator consisted of one to three disks, with one disk for each 10-12,000 volts 
transmitted. Multiple disks were cemented together with Portland cement, and these configurations 
were supported on the cross arms by pins of either wood or iron ( or later, steel). The conductor lay in 
a groove at the top of the insulator. 13 

The first pin insulators were made of glass, but eventually the majority of power companies 
used porcelain for transmission line insulation. Tests conducted by the Telluride Power Company in 
1895-1896 concluded that glass was the better product, but subsequent commercial use revealed 
problems with unequal expansion when exposed to the sun, and consequently more breakage. Early 
problems with non-homogeneous and porous porcelain insulators were soon resolved, allowing wide
spread use of porcelain. 14 

Suspension insulators were a series of porcelain disks usually measuring 10-inches in 
diameter. Typically 1-11/i disks were used for each 10,000 volts under about 50,000 volts and 1-11/i 
disks for each 20,000 volts above 50,000. Each disk had a metal fitting "cemented into place, the 
upper one forming either a receptacle for a hook or a pin joint, the lower one forming a hook or a pin
joint eye."15 The insulator was suspended from the cross arm on the pole or tower and the conductor 
hung from the base of the insulator. The basic design of suspension insulators changed little during 
the 60 or more years following its development. 

11 Koester, "High-Tension Transmission," 659; Worcester, "The Modem Transmission Line," 417; Kurtz, 
Lineman's Handbook, 190-91. 

12 ·Smith and Christie, "Electric Power in Canada," 406; Kurtz, Lineman's Handbook, 102-03. 
13 Smith and Christie, "Electric Power in Canada," 406; Kurtz, Lineman's Handbook, 91, 102-03;Lyndon, 

Hydro-Electric Power, 169-170; General Electric Supply Corporation, Power and Pole Line Equipment, 167, 172-
17. 

14 Kirk, "History of Montana Power," 1: 3: 112-13; Lyndon, Hydro-Electric Power, 166; Argersinger, 
"Electric Transmission of Power," 456; Smith and Christie, "Electric Power in Canada." 

15 Lyndon, Hydro-Electric Power, 172; Smith and Christie, "Electric Power in Canada," 406; Kurtz, 
Lineman's Handbook, 102-03. 
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C. History of the Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line 

The Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line was the first leg in the transmission system 
primarily built to furnish hydroelectric power generated at the Ryan Hydroelectric Facility to the 
electrified line of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway (Milwaukee Road) between 
Harlowton, Montana and Avery Idaho. At the time of its completion in the mid-1910s, it consisted of 
a double circuit line, with each circuit carried on its own set of poles. The lines, known as Line and 
Line 2 ,ran in a parallel fashion from the Ryan Powerhouse to the Rainbow Hydroelectric Facility, 
about 4Yi miles upstream (southwest). At Rainbow, Line 1 was interconnected to a single-circuit 100 
kV transmission line that continued southwest from Rainbow to a substation on the Milwaukee 
Road's electrified at Morel near Deer Lodge and beyond to the great copper reduction works at 
Anaconda, for a total distance of 144 miles. The southernmost line, Line 2, in tum, interconnected 
with a 100 kV transmission line destined for the Milwaukee Road's Two Dot substation just over 100 
miles the southeast near Harlowton. In common with the Ryan-to-Rainbow Lines 1 and 2, the Morel 
and Two Dot Lines stood ready for service by late 1915. 16 

Sources consulted that the Ryan-to-Rainbow Line as well as the Morel and Two Dot Lines 
were among the first transmission facilities in the nation to use H-frames for support structures. 
Reportedly developed by Montana Power's chief engineer at the time, Harry Cochrane, the design 
standard for these H-frames consisted of two 45-foot tall cedar poles spaced 10 feet 6 inches apart and 
connected about 1 foot 6 inches below their tops by a 22-foot-long cross-arm. Each cross-arm carried 
all three conductors of a line, with one conductor at its center and the one at each of its two ends. The 
span between one conductors and another was 10 feet 6 inches and 5 feet 3 inches between a 
conductor and a pole. No bracing or other stiffening members were provided. 17 

Conductors on both the Ryan-to-Rainbow Lines 1 and 2 consisted of heavy, 4/0 bare copper 
wire, while all the insulators were brown porcelain suspension-type units in strings of six disk. The 
insulators were an Ohio Brass Company product. Located in Mansfield Ohio, Ohio Brass had 
established itself as a leader in the manufacture and sale of street railway equipment and mining 
machinery in the 1890s. It became involved in the electric insulator business sometime between 1903 
and 1907, but as a selling agent for other manufactures only. In 1910, it purchased a plant and began 
manufacturing and selling insulators on its own, both pin- and suspension-types. Ohio Brass marked 
its insulators with its trademark, a monogram "OB". The company continued to produce suspension
type insulators into the 1960s, in not longer. 18 

16 Great Falls Power Company, "Great Falls-Deer Lodge Transmission Line," ca. 1915, revised 1985, 
drawing on file, PPL-Montana, Billings; Kirk, "History of Montana Power," 2: 9: 10. 

17 Kirk, "History of Montana Power," 2: 9: 11; Still, Electric Power Transmission, 143. 
18 Jack H. Tod, Porcelain Insulators Guide Book for Collectors (Unipart Pin Types), 3rd ed. (self 

published, 1988; reprint, Buna, TX: Infinity Press, 1995): 133-34; Hubbell Power System, Inc., "Visionary," 
brochure for Ohio Brass' Electric Utility operation, 2004, access on-line at Brochhttp://www.hubbellpower 
systems.com/powertest/literature_library, 11 May 2007. 
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Except for the occasional pole and insulator replacements, the Ryan-to-Rainbow 
Transmission Line remained as built until 1930 when Montana Power erected a new 100 kV 
switchyard at the Rainbow Development. At that time, the company diverted Line 1 and Line 2 to 
that new switchyard. In addition to Ryan and Rainbow hydroelectricity, the new substation also 
received production from the newly-completed addition to the company's power generation system at 
the Great Falls, the Morony Hydroelectric Facility. 

The Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line remained a component of Montana Power's 
vast hydroelectric generation, transmission and distribution system until 1999. At that time the 
company sold most of its hydroelectric plants, including all five at Great Falls to Pennsylvania Power 
and Light-Montana (PPL-Montana). The sale also included some transmission facilities, most notable 
the Ryan- Rainbow and other lines that linked a PPL-Montana power plant to a Montana Power 
switchyard or substation. PPL-Montana has owned and operated the Ryan-to-Rainbow 100,000 kV 
Transmission Line since then. 

III. CURRENT DESCRIPTION OF THE RYAN-RAINBOW 100 KV TRANSMISSION LINE 

The Ryan-to-Rainbow Line is a 4.3 mile-longlOO kV electric power transmission line strung 
along the west (north) bank of the Missouri River between the Ryan Hydroelectric Facility and a 100 
kV switchyard at the Rainbow Hydroelectric Facility (Figure 1). The line has two circuits, Line 1 and 
Line 2, each carried by its own distinct set of structures. The two circuits both originate at a the high, 
tension bus on the roof of the Ryan Powerhouse. The line's first support structures are about 400 feet 
to the northwest where they stand side-by-side at the edge of a very steep and rock bluff. From there, 
Line 1 and Line 2 run in a parallel fashion, making a sharp angle toward the west first and then 
heading in southwesterly direction toward Rainbow. The lines generally remain within 114 to Yi mile 
from the river. Line 1 is the northern or westernmost of the two, while Line 2 is the southern or 
easternmost line and the one nearest to the river. The landscape through which they traverse is both 
dramatic and diverse, ranging from steep eroded bluffs and deep canyon-like gullies to gently rolling 
grass-covered hills and nearly flat tablelands. 

For parts of its route, the Ryan-to-Rainbow Line stands parallel to and in a common linear 
corridor with two other PP-L transmission facilities. Lines 1 and Lines 2 themselves enter that 
corridor just over 114 mile from the Ryan Powerhouse, and there they are joined by the single-circuit 
Morony-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line, already in route. About 1 % miles beyond that, the 
Cochrane-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission enters the corridor as well. Morony-to-Rainbow is the 
northernmost line in the corridor, or the one farthest away from the river; the Ryan-to-Rainbow Lines 
1 and 2 are at center; and the Cochrane-to-Rainbow Line lies along the corridor's southern or 
riverside edge. H-fixture structures are standard on all four lines. 
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Figure 1. Locational map, Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line. 
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The Ryan-to-Rainbow Line 1 has approximately 59 support structures and Line 2 has one 
less, or approximately 58. The structures are H-frames spaced 350-400 feet apart on average. 19 A 
standard Ryan-to-Rainbow H-frame consist of two 45-foot tall cedar poles joined by a single, 22 foot
wide wooden cross arm. The two poles stand 10 feet 6 inches apart and the wood cross arm is 
attached approximately 1 foot 6 inches below the tops of the pole. There are no more than one or two 
40-foot, 50-foot or 60-foot poles on either line. 20 Several two-pole structures with double cross arms 
( one on either side of the pole) instead of just one are present. There appears to be one and only one 
three-pole H-frame; it is on Line 1 just above (northeast of) of the Rainbow 100 kV switchyard. 

Some of the poles and cross arms are modem replacements, but not the majority. Around half 
of the poles (about 30 structures) on Line 2 have stubs, short 2 to3 foot-tall poles banded on their 
sides ( one per pole) to prevent leaning. Sources consulted suggest that this is about double the 
number of original number of stubbed structure on the lines. 21 Line 1 has far few stubs. Wood or 
cable sway braces have been added in fairly recent years, and lend support to a majority of the 
structures on both lines. 

An estimated 95-98% of the Ryan-Rainbow H-frame structures display brown porcelain 
suspension insulators in strings of six, the standard design-type used during project construction. 
Brown porcelain insulators in strings of eight rather than six hang from a few structures. Only a 
couple of structures on either line have insulators of a modem design. Those modem replacements 
are non-ceramic (polymer) suspension insulators, commonly known as "NCis."22 

The Ryan-to-Rainbow Line's lighting arrestor system retains its original design. The system 
consists two overhead ground wire strung between and carried by the H-frame poles and grounding 
wires ( one per pole). The overhead ground wires are clamped near the top of the poles, while a 
grounding wire extends from an overhead wire down the side of a pole to the ground. Staples secure 
a ground wire to a pole. Insulators on at least two poles on the line have arcing rings. These metal 
rings surround the insulators and act to protect them from a flash-over caused by lightening or a 
power arc caused by a line surge. 

19 Great Falls Power Company, "Great Falls-Deer Lodge Transmission Line." 
20 Montana Power Company, "Poles and Structures," vol. 124, "Plant Accounts," 1943, Box WH-20-39, 

MPC Predecessor Records Collection, Montana State Historical Society Library and Archives, Helena. 
21 Ibid.; Montana Power Company, "Transmission Lines All Divisions, Inventory and Summary," vol. 59, 

"The Montana Power Company 1941 Valuation," Box WH-20-42, MPC Predecessor Records Collection, Montana 
State Historical Society Library and Archives, Helena. 

22 Gary McWhorter, retired Montana Power electrical engineer, telephone interview with Mary 
McCormick, 20 February 2007. 
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PPL-Montana plans to reconstruct the Ryan-to-Rainbow 100 kV Transmission Line (FERC 
Project No. 2188). In accordance with the continuing management plans for historic Plant Operating 
Facilities, the company has sponsored recording of Line 1 and Line 2 to the HAER standards. 
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